XX PLENARY ASSEMBLY 2016   ROME, May 9-13

Day 1: May 9th

8.30am Onwards: REGISTRATION

Note: This is no Eucharist on Day 1 therefore participants should avail of a Eucharist before coming to the meeting or after the close of the day

11.00 Welcome - Sr. Carmen Sammut MSOLA
   Opening Prayer
   Presentation of the programme
   Sr. Janet Mock CSJ and
   Sr. Micheline Kenda SFB (Facilitators)
   Introductions at tables
   Presentation of the UISG Report 2013-2016
   Sr. Carmen Sammut MSOLA (President)
   Sr. Patricia Murray IBVM (Executive Secretary)

13.00 Lunch

14.30 Crossing the Threshold: Weaving Global Solidarity for the Life of the World
   Sr. Carol Zinn CSJ
   Presentation - followed by reflection/discussion/feedback

16.00 Break

16.30 Table Conversation:
   “What are we called to do and to be in our different contexts?”
   “What more are we as women religious being called to do?”
   Process led by facilitators

17.00 Plenary – Reports from some tables

17.15 Review of the day

17.30 Closing prayer

Day 2: May 10th

9.00 What did we hear yesterday?
   Sr. Simona Brambilla MC – Listener

9.15 Morning Prayer

9.45 Solidarity for Life on the Periphery
   Sr. Mary Sujita SND
   Presentation – followed by reflection/discussion/feedback

10.45 Break

11.15 Table Conversation

11.50 Quiet time before the Eucharist

12.00 Eucharist: Bro. David Kinnear Glendy

13.00 Lunch

14.30 Panel of Speakers: Migrants, Trafficking, Areas of Conflict

15.15 Reflection and 1-1 Conversations

15.30 Table Conversation:
   “What are we called to do and to be in our different contexts?”
   “What more are we as women religious being called to do?”
   Process led by facilitators

16.00 Break

16.30 Plenary – Reports from some tables

17.15 Review of the Day

17.30 Closing Prayer
Day 3: May 11th

9.00  What did we hear yesterday?  
Sr. Simona Brambilla MC
9.15  Morning Prayer

9.45  Weaving Global Solidarity for Life  
Living and witnessing as apostolic religious women  
Sr. Marian Ambrosio IDPI  
Process led by facilitators

10.45  Break

11.15  Table Conversation
11.50  Quiet time before the Eucharist
12.00  Eucharist: Mons. José Rodríguez Carballo

13.00  Lunch

14.30  Panel of Speakers:  
Young Religious – What excites me about Religious Life now and into the future?
15.15  Reflection and 1-1 Conversations

15.30  Table Conversation:  
“What are we called to do and to be in our different contexts?”  
“What more are we as women religious being called to do?”  
Process led by facilitators

16.00  Break

16.30  Plenary - Reports from some tables

17.15  Review of the Day  
17.30  Closing Prayer

Day 4: May 12th

Sr. Grazia Loparco FMA

15.30  Table Conversation:  
“What are we called to do and to be in our different contexts?”  
“What more are we as women religious being called to do?”  
Process led by facilitators

16.00  Break
16.30  Plenary - Reports from some tables

17.15  Review of the Day
17.30  Closing Prayer

Day 5: May 13th

9.00  What did we hear yesterday?  
Sr. Simona Brambilla, MC
9.15  Morning Prayer

9.45  Weaving the Future Together:  
Reflecting on Assembly 2016 and looking to the future together  
Sr. Carmen Sammut MSOLA

10.15  Presentation of the Strategic Plan:  
Sr. Patricia Murray IBVM

10.45  Break

11.15  Table Conversation and Plenary  
Approval of the Strategic plan

12.00  Meeting in Constellation Groups (Part I)  
How are we as a Constellation going to respond to the insights of Assembly 2016?  
Can we make a commitment to each other in the constellation?

13.00  Lunch

14.30  Meeting in Constellation Groups: (Part II)  
How do we in our Constellation unite our forces to meet the critical needs of today?  
Each Constellation to decide on one commitment

15.30  Break
16.00  Reading of the statements from the Constellations  
Personal Time:  
“What does it mean to me to commit myself to global solidarity at personal level, as the congregational leader?”

17.00  Closing Eucharist Closing the XX Plenary Assembly and the Jubilee celebrations of UISG  
Celebrant: Card. João Braz de Aviz

Day 4: May 12th

CELEBRATING THE JUBILEE OF UISG

Arrival at Vatican at time will be indicated:  
Meeting with Pope Francis at 11.00am in Aula Paolo VI

Note: No Eucharist on this day – participants to avail of Eucharist in their own communities or in nearby churches after the end of the day.

13.00 Lunch (on your own)